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A Letter from Dr. Loden...A Letter from Dr. Loden...

Dr. Loden

As we enter the holiday season, we have many things to be thankful for.
One that comes to mind is that our schools continue to be a great place for
our students to learn and find their path to make a difference in this world.  
We have great support from our community which is evident in the
opportunities we can present to our students.  I am excited about the
updates we have made to the stadium, the additional classrooms being
added to Century Elementary, and the future updates to our schools and
arts programs. This is all thanks to your support in passing the 2019 bond
issue.

We are all working together to keep our students and employees safe
during this time. Even though it can be challenging with masking and
staying socially distanced, we as a community have persevered to be able
to keep our children in school and gather as a community to support
student athletics, performances, and competitions. As a parent, I
understand that allowing our students to showcase their talents, even
during a pandemic, is so important. Let’s keep up the great work to help
allow our kids to have an even better second semester and finish “Nixa
Strong.” 

We have had some very exciting things happen this fall semester from the
success of our athletic teams to the completion of projects, starting of new
projects, and the planning of future projects.  I am proud of the success of
our students and staff and the example they set for not only this region
but, also our state and nation.  When we have students and staff
highlighted in the state and nation, Nixa continues to be a beacon for those
that support a strong school district and continues to be a great place to
live, work, and learn.  

The year 2020 was one of the most challenging years we have seen and
may ever see, but it showed us what is possible when we rally together for
a cause. There will be many valuable lessons that we will learn from this
year that will help us be better in the future. 

As we approach the holidays, I am reminded that even though life can be
filled with both celebrations and challenges at times, what matters most
are the people that you have in your life and the little things that can be
taken for granted. Enjoy your holiday break and let’s get ready for an
exciting 2021.
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George VillanuevaGeorge Villanueva
Tell us about a typical day for you as a teacher. 
I start by greeting students at the door with high energy, trying to engage ALL students with a dynamic lesson based on rigor
and relevance. I'm trying to accomplish the same things with two virtual classes this year, all the while trying to establish and
maintain relationships with students. 

What keeps you motivated as a
teacher?
The energy and relationships you build
with your students, and my love of my
content (history/government) keeps me
motivated.

What changes have you had to
make because of COVID-19?
We moved to less group work,
regularly talking about safety
protocols, and how we need to look
out for one another by maintaining
those protocols. The biggest
challenge is keeping students up to
speed and engaged when they have
been out for COVID-related issues.

What is your favorite part about
working for Nixa?

My favorite part is the team aspect we
use amongst our teachers. Working with

a great group of educators has been a
fantastic experience for me.

In your opinion, what is the best
part about teaching?

The relationships that last for
years, the autonomy a teacher has

in the classroom to utilize their
innate skills, and the ability to

inspire students to think critically
and be their best.

What is one piece of advice you would give to
new teachers?
Ask lots of questions, be yourself, don't be too
hard on yourself, and don't forget to breathe.

George Villanueva has been teaching in Nixa for four years and currently teaches
8th grade and honors American History.

Q & A with a teacherQ & A with a teacher  



Students in Becky Forrester’s class
have been reading the famous “Little
House in the Woods” book this fall. In
the book, Pa butchers a hog and lets
Laura and Mary play with the bladder
afterwards for entertainment. Mrs.
Forrester used this scene and some
imagination to create an activity that
would be sure to help students make
real-life connections to the book.

After the bladders were all filled with air, students
were given the opportunity to observe the bladders.
They could look at them, touch them, or hold them
depending on their comfort level. Then all the students
gathered around and kicked bladders back and forth,
or batted them back and forth with their hands. This
was similar to the way Laura Ingalls Wilder describes
playing with a bladder in her book.

“I am beginning to learn
that it is the sweet, simple
things of life which are the
real ones after all,” Laura

Ingalls Wilder.
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Students reacted in so many different ways to the
activity. Several of them were excited to try the
activity. A few would not touch or play with the
bladders. Most of the students overcame their
squeamishness and had lots of fun playing with the
bladders. 

One student even asked his mom to get him
his own bladder at home. Luckily, he assured
her that he would blow it up so she wouldn’t
have to.

First graders had no idea that reading about the famous Laura Ingalls Wilder could lead to playing with a hog’s bladder at recess.

Mrs. Forrester was able to get some
hog’s bladders donated from Schrock’s
Country Butchering in Buffalo,
Missouri, to bring her idea to life. First,
she squeezed the bladders to make
sure there was no residual fluid inside.
Then, to stay true to the story,
Forrester took on the daunting task of
blowing the hog’s bladders up.
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INMAN EARNS THE "ROOTING
FOR EACH OTHER TEAM
AWARD" FROM MO SW-PBS

BLAKE RICHTER NAMED
GRAMMY MUSIC
EDUCATOR AWARD
SEMIFINALIST

PUTTING THE SPOTLIGHT ON NIXAPUTTING THE SPOTLIGHT ON NIXA

Inman earned the
"Rooting For Each
Other Team Award" 
 from MO SW-PBS
(Missouri School-Wide
Positive Behavior
Support). Inman
earned the award
because of their 

Blake Richter, Nixa Public Schools music
educator, has advanced to one of the 25
semifinalists for the 2021 Music Educator
Award presented by The Recording
Academy and GRAMMY Museum. These
25 semifinalists consist of teachers from
24 cities across 16 states. 

commitment to "Navigating challenging waters with
grit, grace, and gratitude for each other and
providing safe, positive learning experiences and
support for all students and families."

NIXA CRIMSON CORPS WIN BIG THIS FALL
The Nixa Crimson Corp took the field
at the Branson Marching Invitational
October 3. Outstanding was a
consistent word  for the day as the
band earned the Outstanding Music
Award, Outstanding Visual Award,
Outstanding Effect Award, and
Outstanding Color Guard Award. In
addition to all these outstanding
awards, the  Nixa Crimson Corps
earned 1st place overall at the
Branson Marching Invitational. 

Nixa Crimson Corp continued their dominate season at Ozarko on the
Missouri State University Campus. Nixa took home the 1st place prize, and
continued earning outstanding praise. The band received the Outstanding
Color Guard Award, Outstanding Percussion Award, Outstanding Visual
Award, Outstanding Music Award, and Out standing General Effect Award. 

The Crimson Corp stayed dominate down the stretch as they competed in
a virtual contest through the University of Central Missouri. With 70 total
bands competing, Nixa took home 2nd place in the competition, the
highest placing Missouri band. 

The Music Educator Award was established to recognize current educators
who have made a significant and lasting contribution to the field of music
education and who demonstrate a commitment to the broader cause of
maintaining music education in the schools. The finalists will be announced
in December. One recipient is selected from 10 finalists and recognized for
their remarkable impact on students' lives. The winner of this award will be
flown to Los Angeles to attend the 63rd Annual GRAMMY Awards in 2021. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION
ELECTIONS
At the November
Board of Education
meeting, the board
elected Linda
Daugherty as
president, Josh
Roberts as vice
president, and Glenn
Scott as secretary. 

Appointed board member Heather Zoromski was
also officially sworn in as a member of the Board
of Education.

MISSOURI D.A.R.E.
TEACHER OF THE YEAR 

Congratulations to
Chris Wilson from
JTSD who was
named the
Missouri D.A.R.E.
Teacher of the
Year. 
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NIXA IMPROVES ACT SCORES

Nixa students improved the
average composite ACT score
for 2019-20 to a 23.2.

100% BUS INSPECTIONS FOR 23 YEARS
STRAIGHT

Donna and Lloyd Collins along with Alliance Transportation
received recognition from the Missouri Highway Patrol for
receiving a 100% on bus safety inspections for 23 years straight.. 
 This continuees to be a record for the entire state of Missouri.



The Dake Wells Architecture design team behind the new Nixa
High School Stadium has been named 2020 Design Team of the
Year. Project Architect Kirk Dillion said, "The design team
achieved that display of school pride though increasing capacity,
signage, branding and lighting. Spectators are first greeted by
the stadium’s grandstand, which is wrapped in a 35-foot-tall by
215-foot-long vinyl windscreen with digitally printed graphics of
student athletes. At the center is a 65-foot elevator bearing the
school logo."

Congratulations to sophomore Eli Dean on a third place
award for his photo of the Nixa vs. Joplin football game.
Honorable mentions for junior Grace Kut and senior
Myah Snider. MIPA (Missouri Interscholastic Press
Association) is a state organization that works will
several journalism organizations in the state of Missouri.
The photo of the month contest is a chance for
journalism students to showcase their abilities and
receive critiques from top journalism judges in the state. 

2020 DESIGN TEAM OF THE YEAR:
NIXA HIGH SCHOOL STADIUM

SUMMIT RECEIVED GOLD STAR
RECOGNITION FROM SW-RPDC

MISSOURI INTERSCHOLASTIC PRESS
ASSOCIATION JOURNALISM PHOTO

OF THE MONTH WINNERS 
Summit Intermediate received
Gold Star recognition from the
SW-RPDC (Southwest- Regional
Professional Development
Center) consultants for
exemplary implementation of
School-wide Positive Behavior
Supports during the 2019-2020
school year.

(3rd place photo from sophomore Eli Dean)

(Honorable Mention from junior Grace Kut)

(Honorable Mention from
senior Myah Snider)
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Each year, Nixa is excited to honor two graduates
who have gone out into the world after high school
and found success while also making a difference in
their community. These members are honored as
members of Nixa School High Academic Hall of
Fame.

It may be fair to say that Shalene (Kelly) Roberts
(Class of 1998), can be labeled as determined, well-
rounded, and hard working. 

After graduation from Nixa High School, Shalene
attended Texas Christian University (TCU) and
graduated in 2002 with a BA in English and a double
minor in political science and business. 

After her graduation, Shalene worked for several
publications which would all help her to hone and
perfect her craft. After a few years of working for
other publications, she would then take a leap of
faith to leave the corporate sector and to launch her
own freelance career.

In 2016, Shalene authored "Bruce the Brave," a
heartwarming children's book that hit #1 on Amazon
in the Christian Children's Literature category on the
day it was released. Earlier that same year, her blog
post "When Mothering is Hard and No One Sees,"
was viewed by more than 600,000 viewers and was
featured on various media outlets. Her recent
editorial work has been featured on
TheTodayShow.com, in the Thrive Moms Bible Study
titled "Exhale," and in MICI, an internationally
circulated faith-based publication. 

Shalene recently launched Lily & Loom, a small
boutique business that curates a collection of hand-
picked vintage Turkish rugs. While in this role, she
works directly with Turkish rug vendors to import
vintage rugs stateside, then styles and photographs
each piece to market the rugs to buyers nationwide
via shoplilyloom.com and various social media
outlets.

Lily & Loom’s rugs have been featured multiple times
on HGTV’s One of a Kind.

All that aside, Roberts states, "My biggest joy and
most important work consists of raising my children
to know and serve the Lord."

Shalene states that it is an immense honor to be nominated
to be a member of the NHS Academic Hall of Fame.
However, her greatest and most meaningful
accomplishment is her role as a mother to my five children.

Shalene's message to future and fellow NHS graduates is
that, while society tells us that we need to make a name for
ourselves, we should do work that is worthy of being
appreciated and applauded. This is the work that will
ultimately make a difference in people’s lives and will ripple
throughout generations. 

She says to  hone your skills, better yourself, commit to
doing meaningful work that will contribute to the
betterment of your community, but don’t forget that it is
often the quiet, unseen acts of service that make the
biggest difference in people’s lives. 

"Accolades will fade away, but the investment you make in
people will endure," stated Roberts.
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The mission of Nixa Public Schools is to allow all students
to achieve their maximum potential and graduate with
the knowledge, skills, and character necessary to succeed
as productive, informed, confident, and engaged citizens
in a global society.

When the mission of Nixa Public Schools is combined with
the criteria used to identify and select members of the
Academic Hall of Fame, it brings to light individuals who
have gone above and beyond the common standards set
forth and identifies individuals who have established a
well respected reputation as a leader and an active
member in their community.

These two very important qualities that are taken into
consideration for each member of the hall of fame. Jason
Massengale, Nixa High School graduate of 1996, is
someone who understands and exemplifies what it means
to go above and beyond and someone who exemplifies
being a productive and engaged member of their
community.

As a child Jason was always connected to his community.
Growing up, the community was more than just a
neighbor it was "family." One of his best gifts from his
father was the gift of awareness and appreciation of
community. "I remember growing up and my dad going
to eat at the NLA cafe for around 30 years, eating with
the same group from town; being active on many of the
local boards and committees, and instilling in me the
importance of advocating for increased opportunities,"
states Massengale.

After graduation Massengale attended Missouri State
University where he studied sales marketing and
management. He participates in many local
organizations such as the Greater Springfield Board of
Realtors, National Association of Realtors, Nixa Area
Chamber of Commerce, Sertoma Club of Springfield,
BNI, and is an active participant in the Nixa PTA.

"I have always felt that my God-given purpose is to help
and aide the growth of my community, by creating
opportunities for others and to help people be more and
have more.  I approach all aspects of my life by these
principles. The desire to fulfill my purpose and the love
of my community is why I have been drawn to leadership
in the community. I was blessed to have some great
people in my life who help to guide me and look out for
me while growing up. I want to be the person that helps
create the opportunities that will help develop Nixa for
the future," states Massengale.

Massengale continues to state that there are so many
deserving individuals both past and present in the Nixa
community who exemplify what it means to be a
member of the Academic Hall of Fame.  "To know that
my community sees me as making an impact where I live,
means more to me than I could even express," explains
Massengale.

Massengale's advice for graduates is that your business
and/or success in life only grows to the extent that you
do, so be passionate about what you do, grow as a
person, read, and surround yourself with like minded
people that you can mastermind with and that will
challenge you. Success rarely happens by accident. It
happens with intentional growth into who you need to
be.
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NIXA RALL IES TO

KEEP PROGRAM

IN HARMONY

A recent study discussing the dangers of
group singing  and COVID-19 spread created
a ripple effect through the Nixa choir
program. This study would label the program
as a "super spreading activity," which has
debilitating consequences. As the global
pandemic continued its spread, countries like
Germany even deemed group singing as an
illegal activity, for a short period of time. This
brought a real sense of concern for our choir
directors and their programs.

"Some school districts in this country have
canceled all choir classes due to the
pandemic, and I did not want that to be us,"
stated choir director, Blake Richter. 

If Nixa wanted to keep kids safe while they
continue to follow their passion of singing, then
singing six feet apart with masks on is the only
option.

A new concern would now present itself to the
program and its participants, proper breathing
and vocal projection.

Conventional masks just were not a solution
for singing students, in particular. Traditional
masks are simply not designed for taking big
deep breathes or sufficient for projecting
voices and tones. 
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The Nixa community would rally together in
response to this problem by creating custom
masks for both the junior high and high
school choir departments.



“The sewers, through Nixa Shares, immediately showed
interest in supporting the district on this mask project.
This group of amazing ladies have volunteered their
time, and often materials, to support our community
throughout the pandemic. Families of choir students
have also contributed their sewing skills to help our
kids follow their passion for singing.  It's a blessing to
support our kids and staff," stated Stephanie Davolt-
King

Through relationships and existing partnerships, a group

of sewers organized by Stephanie Davolt-King were

identified as a resource to create a custom solution for

the choir department.

“I like that they give you more space and it helps with the overall sound - not sounding as
muffled.” - Nadia Goodenow, 8th Grader

The initial plan was to have 1,000 total masks so each
student at the junior high and high school can each have
two masks, which should last them the school year.

Nixa has continued to work to put students and their
safety first, while providing them the same resources and
activities prior to the pandemic. 



TEACHER Q&A FEATURINGTEACHER Q&A FEATURINGTEACHER Q&A FEATURING
HAYLEE ANDERSONHAYLEE ANDERSONHAYLEE ANDERSON

What keeps you motivated as a
teacher?
I think it is most fulfilling to me to
plan and deliver a great lesson
with my students. It is fun to see
their appreciation for my efforts
and their engagement in the
content. It is also motivating when
I hear words of affirmation from
my friends, colleagues, students,
and parents. The little things keep
me motivated.

What is your favorite part
about working for Nixa Public
Schools?
My favorite thing about
working for Nixa is the
collaborative nature of the
district, the district holding
high expectations for all
stakeholders, and facilitating
growth and improvement
when it comes to the goal of
maintaining those high
standards and expectations.

Tell us about a typical day for you
as a teacher.
A typical day includes me getting
to school, setting up for the day,
and then teaching various lessons
during my freshman literacy,
English I, or English II classes. This
year, I am also teaching two virtual
classes, so that is a large part of my
day.

In your opinion, what is the
best part about teaching?
The best part of teaching, for
me, is getting to know
students and building
relationships with them. If I
can be a good example for
them and teach them
something about life, I feel
I've done my job successfully.

Haylee Anderson has been teaching for six

years, and she has been teaching high school

English at Nixa for two years. 

"Have fun, enjoy yourself and the journey, and let"Have fun, enjoy yourself and the journey, and let

the kids teach you as much as you teach them."the kids teach you as much as you teach them."  
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Kara Speights has been teaching at Nixa for three years. She decided to start her
career here because of the high standards and freedoms allowed to teachers. Ms.
Speights is currently teaching kindergarten across the district virtually. When Ms.
Speights started teaching virtually, one of her top priorities was to provide her
kindergartners with every opportunity to experience new things. This is what
inspired her to take her students on virtual field trips. Each trip connects to a weekly
theme and correlates with the kindergarten standards set by the district.

Speights has taken her students all over, but the most interesting trip for her was a
visit to the Nixa Police Station.

"For our community helpers week, we took our kids virtually to the police station. There we
learned about the officers, how they handle tough situations, and what their workspace
looks like. It was neat because I learned so many new things as well," stated Speights.

Reactions to these virtual field trips have been overwhelmingly positive. The
students are making connections and experiencing fun, new things from the safety of
their homes. Several parents have talked about how their children watch the trips
over and over again.  Speights will continue to find opportunities for the rest of the
year so her students still get the same experiences as those seated students.

"We want to provide them with every opportunity to experience
new things," Kara Speights, kindergarten.

UNIQUE CIRCUMSTANCES LEAD TO UNIQUE IDEASUNIQUE CIRCUMSTANCES LEAD TO UNIQUE IDEAS

Kara Speights virtually
teaching at her desk.



While normally each drawing level has its own set of
projects, this is one they repeat. It allows the students to
see their growth from one year to the next. Students
also get to look forward to getting their artwork
published and out into the community.

The annual calendar project is actually called the Show-
Me Missouri Calendar and each year it features 12
different businesses, landmarks, or locations that
showcase Missouri. Every drawing student (levels I-III)
participates in the project each year. 

Selecting the top 12 art pieces is difficult, so Nixa High
School art teacher Megan Johnson enlists some help.

Last year, Johnson enlisted the help from the Nixa High
School teachers who voted on the top 12 designs. It was
a great way to get the whole school involved in the
process. 

Johnson states, "If I had to decide, we would have to add
some months on to the year, because I want to include
them all!"

SHOW-MESHOW-ME
MISSOURIMISSOURI
CALENDARSCALENDARS
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These students are working at a college-level caliber. The desire to
make it into the calendar really raises the bar for each student. It
also gives them real world application of deadlines. If they don’t
make the deadline, they don’t make it into the calendar.

Each year the calendar is available to purchase. All the proceeds go
to the 2D Visual Arts Scholarship that seniors in the art program
can apply for at the end of the year. Since the calendar started two
years ago, the program has given six scholarships to Nixa graduates

The calendars can be purchased online on the homepage of
nixapublicschools.net in December. To keep up with all of the great
work the students do in addition to the calendars, follow
@nixaeaglesart on Instagram.



Since the students couldn't go to the pumpkin patch, the pumpkin patch
came to them.  The Marionville Pickin' Patch also came as part of the 'field
trip." They taught the kids about pumpkins through reading a book,
displaying pumpkins, and discussing  different types of pumpkins. The
Pickin' Patch set up a mini pumpkin patch so students could "pick" their own
pumpkin to take home. Kindergarteners even got the chance to run through
a fun obstacle course on this exciting adventure-filled day.

Traditionally, Mathew's kindergarten
classes have taken a field trip to the
pumpkin patch each year. Due to COVID-
19, Mathews was not able to take their
students off campus for a field trip. The
amazing staff wouldn't let that stop them,
so the kindergarten team made plans to
bring the field trip to school.   The school
got the chance to host visitors from the
Dickerson Park Zoo as part of the "field
trip." The zoo came to talk to the students
about nocturnal animals and creepy
crawlers. The kindergarten teachers also
set up learning stations to teach students
to make scientific observations using
their five senses. 
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The students were so excited and enthusiastic to have guests at Mathews Elementary.
They asked the zookeepers great questions about nocturnal animals and creepy
crawlers of Missouri. They also really enjoyed touching the pumpkin vines, feeling the
seeds & insides of the pumpkin,  and using scientist's tools to make observations at
each one of the learning stations.

" T H E  S T U D E N T S  W E R E  C A P T I V A T E D  B Y
T H E  L I V E  A N I M A L S  A N D  L O V E D  B E I N G
A B L E  T O  G O  H U N T  F O R  T H E  P E R F E C T

P U M P K I N  T O  T A K E  H O M E ! "  S A I D
A S S I S T A N T  P R I N C I P A L ,  J O S H  B E N N E T T .



UNDER CONSTRUCTIONUNDER CONSTRUCTION

Construction at Century is the main project currently
underway. The project is on time and on budget. This
renovation involves a ten classroom and multipurpose
room addition. The walls of the 10 classrooms and
multipurpose addition are currently going up. The roof
should be completed in January so work on the inside
can begin. The project should be completed for the 21-
22 school year. Once completed, the 4th graders will
be able to move back to Century from Summit for the
21-22 school year. A nice feature of this project is that
it will include a storm shelter space. This space will be
able to fit all the students and staff in the building 

COMPLETEDCOMPLETED  
PROJECTSPROJECTS

ONGOING PROJECTSONGOING PROJECTS

The high school performing arts center, high school third floor
finishes, and the Espy FEMA gym projects are in the design
phases. The most exciting upcoming project is the performing
arts center, which should be bid in the winter so that
construction can begin this spring.  The theater area will hold
1100 seats and include an impressive lobby space for students,
parents, and community members to enjoy. The band, theater,
and choir departments will all be gaining additional space for
growth in the remodeled areas of the current high school. This
project will serve as a unique space celebrating the arts for the
students and the entire Nixa community for years and years to
come. 

UPCOMING PROJECTSUPCOMING PROJECTS

The award-winning
renovation of Eagle Stadium at
Nixa High School, and the
newly improved roof and
HVAC system at Inman
Intermediate have been
completed.

inside in the event of severe weather. Century will also have and additional gym, which helps as enrollment numbers grow
and allows for greater flexibility with scheduling.
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Updated performing arts center design

Century classroom and gym addition



The UVC machines are a safe and sustainable long-
term option for the Nixa School district. UVC rays
reach parts of the room that sprayed chemicals can
not. Chemicals are also no longer sprayed onto
surfaces, which creates a safer environment. UVC
rays also prevent more products from being added
to the landfill and indirectly added to our water. 

The district currently has ten UVC portable carts and four individual portable tripods. Eight carts and four tripods were donated
from Sodexo to the district. "These devices are very safe and quick to use for our maintenance staff. All that is required is to set
the machine in the middle of the room, plug it in, walk away, and it is done in 30 minutes," states Robert Klug, Sodexo director of
facilities." The rays projected by the devices are harmful to human eyes, so all devices are equipped with a motion sensor to
deactivate if motion is detected.

Nixa Public Schools has adopted the use of UVC machines to sanitize rooms around the district.
UVC machines use Ultraviolet-C (UVC) rays to blast into a room and break down the chemical
makeup of viruses within 30 mins. The light refracts off surfaces, reaching every inch of a room.
Viruses such as MRSA, Influenza, and COVID are rendered ineffective to humans when those
rays break down their makeup. This technology is used in hospitals, schools, and even in New
York City subways.



Twelve Nixa High School students designed one-of-a-
kind ornaments that will adorn 56 trees at the White
House for the America Celebrates ornament program. 

Nixa students will represent Missouri as one of 56
schools across the country in the 2020 National
Christmas Tree display on the Ellipse in President’s Park.
The trees represent each U.S. state, territory, and the
District of Columbia. This year, several ornaments from
each school will also be displayed inside the White
House.

The U.S. Department of Education worked through state
art and education offices, which identified schools to
participate in the America Celebrates program.

Each ornament will represent something unique and
specific to each specific state ranging from state flowers
to notable landmarks.

“I feel very honored to be given this opportunity. I still
feel like it hasn’t quite set in how cool it really is,”  stated
Taylor Golmen.

The students pulled from a variety of places for their
inspiration on what they would draw for their ornament.
“I have been greatly influenced and encouraged in my
faith. My beliefs inspire many of my daily decisions and
often inspire my art, so I chose to draw the Big Cedar
Chapel, located in the Ozarks. I also wanted to show the
beauty of the Missouri Ozarks that I think we often take
for granted," stated Elle Savvenas.

"My students' skills and dedication blow me away every
single year. I am honored to be able to work with them.
When their artwork hangs in DC, I feel like it is my own,"
stated Megan Johnson, teacher.
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